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 JOB DESCRIPTION  
 
Position Title:    Accounting/Inventory Clerk Supervisor 
    
Business Unit or Department:   Accounting  
 
Title Position Reports to:  Accounting Manager 
 
# of Direct Reports:   0    
 
# of Indirect Reports:   0 
 
Location (if applicable):  Banff, Canada 
    

 

COMPANY OVERVIEW  

With 48+ years of experience Canadian Mountain Holidays (CMH) has evolved into the world’s largest 
Heli-Skiing and Heli-Hiking company, operating 10 lodges in the winter and 2 in the summer throughout 
British Columbia, Canada. The business’s central office is located in Banff, Alberta Canada.  

The CMH mission is simply to offer every person, of any age and any ability, the opportunity to 
experience an incredible mountain adventure in style and comfort. We are committed to the highest 
international standards of eco-tourism. Throughout our programs, partnerships, and sponsorships, we are 
dedicated to maintaining the wildlife and rugged beauty of the mountains in pristine condition for visitors 
to enjoy for decades to come.  

Headquartered in Denver, Colorado, Intrawest is an industry leader in the development and 
management of four season mountain resorts. Intrawest has interest in a network of resorts and 
businesses including CMH across North America. Intrawest is a privately-held company and a wholly-
owned subsidiary of private equity funds managed by affiliates of Fortress Investment group LLC (NYSE: 
FIG). Fortress is a leading global alternative asset manager founded in 1998 and headquartered in New 
York.  

POSITION SUMMARY  
 
CMH is recruiting an Accounting/Inventory Clerk Supervisor who, under the direction of the 
Accounting Manager works to ensure the accuracy of the recorded inventory levels and usage as well as 
determining and applying the appropriate level of internal controls.    The Accounting/Inventory Clerk 
Supervisor will work closely with the areas, hospitality and retail management staffs to resolve any 
discrepancies and ensure controls and measures are performed correctly.  
 
The inventories managed and controlled for accuracy include: 
 

 Food & Beverage 
 Retail & Equipment 
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 Loyalty Program 
 Fuel  

ESSENTIAL DUTIES  
 

 Calculate, prepare and issue documents related to accounts such as bills, invoices, inventory reports, 
account statements and other financial statements using computerized and manual systems 

 Code, enter, verify and reconcile inventory transactions  
 Prepare reports for revenues and expenses 
 Perform related clerical duties 
 Review and update product set up in inventory systems 
 Record inventory movements 
 Process cyclical and season counts in inventory systems 
 Make adjustment to account for obsolete inventory or shrinkage 
 Investigate any discrepancies 
 Prepare general entries to record inventory movements/adjustment in the accounting system 

 

EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS 
 

 Secondary Education: Accounting certificate 
 3-5 years of experience related to inventory management  
 Strong computer skills with advanced Excel experience 
 Database management would be an asset 

 
KNOWLEDGE, SKILL AND ABILITY REQUIREMENTS 
 

 High energy and ability to work in a fast paced environment  

 Strong organizational skills  

 Strong attention to detail 

 Excellent phone and personal manners 

 Effective written and verbal communication skills 

 Proven success in a team environment 

 Able to meet deadlines under pressure and adjust to changing priorities 
 

PHYSICAL DEMANDS AND WORKING CONDITIONS  

This position may be required to work evenings, weekends and holidays. 

Office Environment: 
 Able to lift, carry, or otherwise move and position a minimum of 20 pounds on an occasional 

basis. 
 Manual dexterity to operate a computer and other common office equipment on a constant basis. 
 Auditory and visual acuity to operate computers, phones, mobile devices and basic office 

equipment on a constant basis. 
 Ability to work for extended periods of time sitting, bending, reaching, and speaking on a constant 

basis. 
 Ability to work for extended periods of time standing, walking, kneeling, pushing and pulling on an 

occasional basis. 
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 Talking and hearing occur continuously in the process of communicating with guests, supervisors 
and other employees.  

 
This full-time position is based in our Banff office. This position has an annual salary range of $37,000 - 
$42,000. CMH salaried staff are eligible after a three month probation period for full benefits including 
short term and long term disability, accidental death and dismemberment as well as life insurance.  
 
 
If you are an enthusiastic team player who enjoys getting the details right, please apply on line at 
www.cmhski.com  before May 15th 2014 

 


